Manchester Police Department
Motor Vehicle Theft YTD

Offense Map

Offense Description • Motor Vehicle Theft

The information above is specific to the offenses of Theft of a motor vehicle from the Town of Manchester. It does not include the Theft from a Motor Vehicle or Theft of Motor Vehicle parts.

*For offense definitions see https://ucr.fbi.gov/nibrs/2012/resources/nibrs-offense-definitions
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Thefts from MV and Thefts of MV Parts

Offense Map

- Theft From Vehicle
- Theft of MV Parts or Accessories

Offense Map

Catalytic Converter Theft Total

Vehicle Involved Count

357

Vehicle Involved Count

378

Total Offenses Reported

9

Cleared by Arrest

$612,51K

Total Property Value

Arrests by Age Group

Adult

Juvenile

Offenses Reported - by Day of the Week

Offenses Reported - by Month

*For offense definitions see https://ucr.fbi.gov/nibrs/2012/resources/nibrs-offense-definitions